Logical Net Monitoring
and Alerting
Key Benefits

Monitor and Alert
Our Approach to Network Monitoring
Logical Net believes that in order to be successful in today’s business environment, technology
needs to work for you not against you. Technology is a vital part of business—it can advance a
company and help a business reach or exceed its goals. The Logical Net Network Management
solution provides comprehensive support for your entire network. This is done while managing
the advancement of your technology as it relates to your business goals and objectives.

Our Tools
Logical Net's Availability Monitoring is a simple and affordable service that alerts you
if your internet connected device has a service failure, providing a reliable way to
decrease costly website down time and quickly identify a lapse in an email server's
connectivity or a failing firewall. Even if you already have an internal monitoring
system, Logical Net's Availability Monitoring is a second layer of protection against
errors that slip past your internal monitoring tools.
Today’s Business Environment
Your company’s infrastructure is a crucial element to its success; requiring regular
care to perform at an optimal level. Logical Net will monitor the overall health of your
network daily, ensuring your technology maintains its best condition possible. By
proactively monitoring your system, Logical Net technology specialists are able to
pinpoint issues and alert your company before they surface, preventing your company
expensive downtime and other complications. As your business grows, Logical Net
will help to ensure you have the right resources in place to sustain its development.

Decrease and Eliminate
Episodes of Network
Downtime and Data Loss
Gain Access to Unlimited
Proactive Monitoring of
your Network to Improve
Stability
Increase Responsiveness
for Problem Monitoring
and Reporting Across
your Network to Improve
Stability
Real-time Hardware and
Software Inventory—
You will Know Exactly
what Equipment and
Software Has Been
Installed
Multi-Office
Connectivity Support

Prices per Block of Devices
Blocks of devices are available in increments of 5
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For more information
Visit us at
www.logical.net

